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soldiers from the cantons to invade other countries*. Thus
was tyranny, concealed in the hide of republicanism, let
loose over the whole country. Very soon the country,
particularly the forest cantons who saw a complete
subversion of their ancient democracy, rose into revolt against
the unwanted guests. The French in trying to put down
these rebellions committed great atrocities and massacred
the people without discrimination of sex or age. At this
time the out-break of a war between France and Austria
converted Switzerland into a field of battle.
Apprehending grave danger from this chaotic state
Napoleon sent his trusted general Ney to restore order.
A conference o£ the Swiss representatives was called at
Paris, which passed the Act of Mediation, 1803, which
marked the beginning of the third period. This Act
established a * Confederation ' of nineteenf cantons, some
of them enjoying representative and others directly
democratic institutions according to their previous history.
The national Diets were to meet, in turn, in six of the
principal cantons. But even the Act of Mediation failed to
secure to the Swiss freedom from French influence. They
were to contribute 16,000 soldiers to the French Armies.
In 1813 three more cantons of Valais. Neuchatel, and
Geneva were admitted to the confederation. The period of
the Act of Mediation terminated in 1813 with the fall of
Napoleon who was its originator.
In the year 1815 the celebrated Congress of Vienna
met to reorganise the political map of Europe after the final
overthrow of Napoleon. The Swiss demanded restoration
of their erstwhile subject territories but the Congress re-
jected the demand. However, the Swiss obtained a liberal
* " The Helvetic Bcpublic was inclependant in appearance only: in
reality it was ruled from Paris and in the interests of France." Ibid. p. 87.
•f The six new cantons were Aargau, Ticino, St. Gallen, Thurgau, Vaud,
and Graubunclen,

